1. Carbon Tax Ad
Say yes to cutting carbon pollution

2. Julia Gillard
The science is in; climate change is real

3. Tony Abbott
Trust this Prime Minister at your peril

4. Greg Combet
Generous household assistance

5. Mitch Hooke
There is a much better way to price carbon

6. Malcolm Turnbull
Difficult to identify any vision...coming from the labour party

7. Tony Abbott
All manufactured goods will be more expensive

8. Julia Gillard
Clean energy jobs of the future

9. Greg Hunt
Transition from coal to gas to save 10m tonnes/year

10. Julia Gillard
Judge in the middle of the year when you have all the details

11. Gerry Hueston
Overwhelming evidence

12. Tim Flannery
Prof. Garnaut recommending that climate change targets... be set by unelected, unaccountable people

13. Tony Abbott
I am designing a policy, we have set out a policy

14. Tim Flannery
Overwhelming evidence

15. Greg Hunt
Get emissions turned from upward trajectory to downward trajectory

16. Christine Milne
A phoney debate

17. Barnaby Joyce
Not going to change the climate from this building

18. Will Steffen
Get emissions turned from upward trajectory to downward trajectory

Important...that this sort of policy advice be contested

20. Barnaby Joyce
Ask large companies to pay for every tonne of pollution that they produce

21. Greg Combet
How can anyone believe anything that this Prime Minister says?